Swarm intelligence algorithm is a general term for a class of intelligent groups with self-organized behavior. A novel Artificial Bee Colony algorithm is introduced in this paper, named Bee Spices Transition with Rapid Global Optimization Algorithm (BSTRGOA). The contribution of BSTRGOA algorithm consists of two parts. First, the evolution strategy of bee species balances the global exploration ability and the local search ability. Second, the fast search mechanism of global optimization is proposed. It reinforces global learning of the colony. The BSTRGOA algorithm is experimented with the CEC 2017 benchmark functions. It shows the BSTRGOA algorithm can effectively improve the convergence speed and optimization accuracy. And the BSTRGOA algorithm has a good performance in solving the problem of multi-dimensional function optimization. In addition, BSTRGOA algorithm is also applicable to dynamic economic scheduling analysis, and the conclusion also shows it can significantly improve the time efficiency.
Introduction
The artificial bee colony algorithm was proposed by D. Karaboga in 2005 . At present, it is applied to solve practical optimization problems such as neural network [1] , clustering analysis [2] and vehicle routing problem [3] . In recent years, ABC algorithm has attracted extensive attention of scholars. D. Karaboga et al. [4] compared the performance of ABC algorithm with particle swarm optimization (PSO), differential evolution algorithm (DE) and evolutionary algorithm (EA) under different control parameters. The simulation results showed that the ABC algorithm was better than the above algorithms. In order to enlarge the neighborhood and expand the search space [5] [6] [7] , D.L. Zhang et al. [8] proposed the improved ABC algorithm based on multi-exchange neighborhood based on the characteristics of multi-exchange neighborhood structure.
The Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm
The ABC algorithm consists the employed bees, the onlooker bees and the scout bees. Among them, the employed bees and the onlooker bees account for one-half of the all bees [9] . Table 1 shows the framework of the ABC algorithm. N represents the population of nectar sources, d represents the dimension. Trial represents the number of iterations. Limit represents the search threshold.
(0,1)( ) Step1: Initialize the population (x id ) using formula (1),set N; limit and maximum number of iterations, t=1;
Step2: Search for food sources (v id ) using the formula (2) . The food source location represents a feasible solution for the problem to be optimized; Step3: Calculate the fitness (fiti) according to the formula (3); Step4: Compare the fitness value using greedy choice to get a better food source; Step5: Calculate the probability (P i ) of the food source being tracked in formula (4); Step6: The onlooker bees determine the retained food source according to the method of greedy selection; Step7: Determine if the food source (x id ) meets the conditions for the abandonment. Then go to Step9; Step8: According to formula (5), the scout bees produce a new source randomly; Step9: t=t+1; Determine whether the algorithm satisfies the termination condition, and output the optimal solution, otherwise go to Step2.
Bee Spices Transition with Rapid Global Optimization Algorithm
When solving actual optimization problems, the solution space is complex and multi-modal. According to formula (5), we found that the algorithm lacks the ability to mutate when the threshold limit is reached which easily leads to the low precision of local search and leads the bee to fall into local extremum. So the evolution strategy of bee species and the fast searching mechanism of global optimization are proposed.
Evolution Strategy of Bee Species. In BSTRGOA, the evolution strategy of bee species is proposed. In the early stage of the iteration, the employed bees search for the global extraction of food sources, which account for a high proportion. But in the later stage of iteration, the proportion of the onlooker bees increase and the local exploration ability is enhanced, which provide a guarantee to obtain a better food source.  is a random number in [0,1] in formula(6). 
The employed bees' number is expressed as the product of the total number of bees and the p(t) function. In early stage of the iteration, the global search ability is enhanced. In the latter stage of the iteration, the p(t) function descended faster, the search of the employed bees is decreased. The number of the onlooker bees increases. It enhances the local search capability.
The Fast Search Mechanism of Global Optimization. The BSTRGOA propposed a fast global optimization mechanism. To improve the exploration ability, the better food source in the last iteration is introduced after the threshold limit is reached, so as to improve the food source searched in the next iteration.
represents the food source with the best fitness searched in the previous iteration. The value range of
function is (0,1). In the early stage of the iteration, the   sin ( / 2)*( / ) 1.5 tT   function has a lower slope, and the weight increases with the number of iterations. In the late iteration period, the function has a large slope, and the weight of the optimal solution of the previous generation increases accordingly. Therefore, the dynamic proportion of the previous generation's optimal solution has been changed.
The Framework of Bee Spices Transition with Rapid Global Optimization Algorithm. The specific flow of the BSTRGOA algorithm is as follows in Table 2 . Table 2 . The framework of the BSTRGOA algorithm.
Step1: Initialize the population (x id ) using formula (1) and formula (6),set parameters N; limit and maximum number of iterations, t=1;
Step2: Search for food sources (v id ) using the formula (2); Step3: Calculate the fitness (fiti) according to the formula (3); Step4: Compare the fitness value using greedy choice to get a better food source;
Step5: Calculate the the food source's probability (P i ) in formula (4); Step6: The onlooker bees determine the retained food source according to the method of greedy selection; Step7: Determine if x id meets the conditions for the abandonment. Then go to Step9; Step8: According to formula (7) and formula (8) , the scout bees randomly produce a new source randomly;
Step9: t=t+1; Determine whether the algorithm satisfies the termination condition, and output the optimal solution, otherwise go to Step2.
Simulation Experiment and Analysis. 6 CEC functions are used in solving single-objective real-value optimization problem. Table 3 briefly described the 6 functions with different characteristics. Fig.1 shows the three-dimensional topographic map of the functions. The benchmark function is a minimization problem. For a detailed introduction of the CEC2017 single objective real value test set, please refer to [10] . Simulation experiment environment is processor for the Inter(R) Core (TM) i5-4590S3.00GHZ, 8GB memory PC, operating system Windows7 Ultimate 64-bit operating system, programming software for the MATLAB R2014a. BSTRGOA algorithm is compared with the ABC algorithm, EABC algorithm, HABC algorithm and GABC algorithm. 
Experimental Design
The experiment sets the parameters of the Benchmark function, as shown in Table 3 . There are five kinds of comparison methods, (1) ABC (2) EABC [11] (3) GABC [12] (4) HABC [13] (5) BSTRGOA.
The experimental parameters are set as follows: T max =1000, sizepop=30, Dim=50, and runtime=50. Experimental Precision Analysis. The results in Table 4 show that the BSTRGOA algorithm is better in functions f 2 , the optimization precision of BSTRGOA algorithm is significantly improved, reaching 10 -16 . It improves the accuracy of the algorithm. Experimental Convergence Analysis. In Fig. 2 , BSTRGOA algorithm can maintain a stable slope during the iteration on function f 1 and f 3 . It is proved that the BSTRGOA algorithm has a faster convergence speed. On the other hand, it proves that BSTRGOA has strong global search ability and local development ability in solving multidimensional function optimization problems.
Comparison with Other Meta-heuristic Algorithms. Compared with other four algorithms(CS, PSO, FWA [14] , ABC) in Table 5 , the BSTRGOA algorithm is improved by an average of 4 orders of magnitude. In the experiment, Dim=50, T max =1000, and runtime=50. The Effect of Different Population Sizes. Table 6 shows the search accuracy of the BSTRGOA algorithm for a population size of 50, 100, 250, and 500. The time complexity of the BSTRGOA algorithm is O(tN 2 ). As the population size increases, the BSTRGOA algorithm still shows good optimization performance. 
Applications
The characteristics of power system dispatching changing with time are more and more obvious [15] . The ABC algorithm is applied into the power system economic dispatching problem, which has a strong practical significance and economic value [16] .
Research Background. The Dynamic Economic Dispatch (DED) problem follows the characteristics of the hourly dispatch problem [17] . 5 generating units' power system data are used to evaluate the optimization ability. There are 2 kinds of comparison methods, (1) ABC (2) BSTRGOA. The objective function corresponding to the production cost is represented as: Time Comparison of Algorithm in Application. When the population size is 50, 100, 250 and 500, each algorithm runs 50 times independently under the condition that the Dim=50 and T max =1000. The data in Table 7 show that the BSTRGOA algorithm improves the search efficiency and saves search time. 
Conclusion
This paper proposed bee spices transition with rapid global optimization algorithm. The BSTRGOA algorithm includes the evolution strategy of bee species and the fast search mechanism of global optimization. The evolution strategy can improve the optimization of the early global search efficiency. The fast search mechanism adjusts the optimal food source's weight in the previous iteration. The algorithm can search the solution space with abundant variation scale and improve the global exploration ability.
